TURF TYPE TALL FESCUES
Now, more than ever, the choice of professionals

Join the rapidly growing number who select Tall Fescue for:

• richer, darker, dense green turf
• requires low maintenance
• adaptable to a wide variety of soils
• achieves healthy, full growth in all normal climate conditions
• tolerance to heavy shade
• tolerance to heat and drought
• resistance to disease
• durability and longer wear
• year-round beauty and performance

Rich, green and luxurious Turf Type Tall Fescue gives you the beauty you want with a minimum of care.

Excellent for play areas, parks, airfields, roadways, industrial sites and golf courses.

Proven disease-resistant, Oregon Grown Tall Fescue seed produces an adaptable, weed-free turf that not only persists through summers and winters, but maintains its beauty.

Insist on Turf Tall Fescue Seed grown in Oregon!

For more information contact your seed dealer, or write to:

OREGON TALL FESCUE COMMISSION
866 Lancaster Dr. SE, Salem, Oregon 97301
Phone (503) 585-1157
How to care for your grounds in four easy steps.

1. Send for your free guides to great looking grounds and make your job easier.

You'll find the industry's largest single line of turf-care vehicles and burden carriers from Cushman; a complete line of high-performance mower options; the industry's finest aeration, overseeding and sod-cutting equipment from Ryan; and revolutionary 5th Wheel Implements for large area turf-care applications.

2. No one offers you more ways to meet your specific needs—and your budget—than Cushman-Ryan. We're your single source of satisfaction, season after season.

The road to perfect grounds begins with a single step. Circle the reader response number in this publication for your free catalogs. Or, call toll-free 1-800-228-4444 for more information today.
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8 RESORT COURSE FLOATS TO PROMINENCE
Duane Hagadone, publisher and developer in Coeur d'Alene, ID, used to imagine hitting a golf ball from the shore of Lake Coeur d' Alene onto large floating "booms" of logs awaiting processing by sawmills. When he and a business partner got the chance to build a resort golf course on the lake, he specified that the course would include the world's first floating golf green. This story describes in detail the challenge of building a five-million-pound marine vessel to carry a 7,000-square-foot green, two bunkers, five trees, and its own drainage and irrigation systems.

13 1991 PRODUCT SOURCE BOOK
The majority of this issue of Golf & sportsTURF contains the third annual Product Source Book. You'll want to keep this comprehensive list of products and suppliers for reference throughout the coming year. No other publication has gathered and organized product information specifically for golf course superintendents, athletic facility groundskeepers, park superintendents, and other sports turf managers. The Product Source Book was produced to meet the special needs of your industry.
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COVER: The world's first floating island green at Coeur d'Alene Resort Golf Course in Coeur d'Alene, ID. Photo courtesy: Brad Hagadone, Quicksilver Photography.
PUTT is a granulated, inert, natural mineral product manufactured in California for golf courses, sports fields, lawns and gardens.

PUTT is an all-purpose soil conditioner used to improve the physical properties of soils. PUTT aids in soil aeration by keeping oxygen in the root zone and will not alter pH level.

PUTT is a permanent soil conditioner, unlike many soil supplements. PUTT retains its natural hardness. It won't deteriorate, decompose or compact, and remains sponge-like.

PUTT absorbs its own weight in water. Applied through top dressing or worked into soil, PUTT holds moisture and nutrients at root level.

PUTT nurtures deep root growth. Turf and plants stay healthy and are better able to resist disease and hot weather burn-out.

PUTT prevents compaction, aids water penetration and reduces run-off. PUTT will not float away during watering.

PUTT absorbs standing water instantly; it will not cake or harden.

PUTT is competitively priced in 50 pound bags; bulk quantities are available.

Distributor Inquiries Welcomed
Customer Service: 1-800-350-9235

Excel-Mineral Co., Inc. P.O. Box 878, Goleta, CA 93116
"A Family-Owned Company Since 1949"
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THE GREENEST PASTURE

Despite all you hear and read about recession, certain segments of the turf industry are growing and will continue to grow.

First of all, the golf market is hot. Architects and builders are heavily backlogged with projects. The recent Golf Summit sponsored by the National Golf Foundation revealed that this backlog represents years of work. The American Society of Golf Course Architects adds that the number of requests for information on renovation of older courses is also greater than ever before.

However, the action isn’t restricted to golf. A survey of the three top architects of sports facilities during the Baseball Winter Meetings indicated a surge in construction and renovation. One builder of sports fields told us that he has twice as much work to do in 1991 as he did in 1990! Furthermore, their work is spreading from major urban stadiums to minor league parks, university campuses, and municipal parks.

Finally, landscape contractors who perform athletic facility work report increased sales over the past year. Many are redirecting their business toward sports field renovation and maintenance as more traditional types of landscaping fall off.

The way to protect yourself in a recession is to direct more attention toward growth markets. Other businesses may appear greener during good times, but fade quickly when the economy turns sour. You are fortunate to be part of the golf and sports turf markets. It’s something to be grateful for during the holiday season.

Speaking of grateful, I’d like to take this opportunity to thank the crew here at Golf & SportsTURF. They are the foundation of the publication. Without their effort and support, the ink would never find its way to paper.

Matt Trulio writes a large portion of the magazine each month. Anne Goldstein and Jim Gregory turn Matt’s and my words into prose.

Pam Brooks and Stacey Goldstein prepare the copy, pictures, and ads for the printer each month. Andrew Brozek sells the ads which pay for just about everything.

Denise Allen and Sue Lagomarsino keep track of all your names and addresses. And newlywed Randi Green (formerly Goldstein) keeps the books and pays all the bills.

Of course, Golf & SportsTURF wouldn’t exist at all if it weren’t for Denne Goldstein. He’s still recovering from Randi’s wedding and all the travel this past fall.

We especially want to thank our advertisers and readers, because you make it all possible. We are here to serve you and help you grow.

The staff of Golf & SportsTURF wants to wish you and yours the happiest of holidays.

Bruce Shank
Andrew Brozek
Denise Allen
Stacey Goldstein
Anne Goldstein
Pam Brooks
Randi Green
James Gregory

Send announcements on your events two months in advance to editor, Golf & SportsTURF, P.O. Box 8420, Van Nuys, CA 91409. Fax: (818) 781-8517.
We just eliminated your last excuse for buying a converted golf cart.

Introducing the Cushman® GT-1. Suggested retail price: $3,648.00*.

When you can have Cushman quality at a competitive price, there's no reason to accept second best.

The new Cushman GT-1 utility vehicle will outperform and outlast any converted golf cart on the market. Its frame and chassis are stronger and more durable. You'll find a bed made of 14-gauge steel instead of 16-gauge steel. One-inch axles instead of 3/4-inch axles. And a proven Kohler industrial engine that's more reliable and easier to maintain.

When you need a utility vehicle that's been specifically designed for work instead of one that's been converted from play, contact your Cushman dealer for a GT-1 demonstration. Or call toll-free 1-800-228-4444 for more information today.
Resort Course Floats To Prominence

The world's first floating island green at The Coeur d'Alene Resort Golf Course.

This coming April the first foursome of golfers will hit off the 14th tee at The Coeur d'Alene Resort Golf Course in Coeur d'Alene, ID, and then step into a boat to ride to the green. That's right. They must traverse 100 to 175 yards of Lake Coeur d'Alene before they can finish the hole. There is no other way to reach golf's first floating green.

From the beginning, golf and water have been intertwined by architects and builders, but never quite like this. The man-made, five million pound naval vessel disguised with trees, bunkers, and bentgrass is more than a gimmick to attract golfers to a resort in picturesque northern Idaho. It is one man's way to blend golf into a region where spectacular scenery and the lumber industry have coexisted for a century.

Ever since he took the helm at the Coeur d'Alene Press, a daily newspaper in the community nestled on the shores of Lake Coeur d'Alene, Duane Hagadone has sought ways to emphasize the beauty and recreational potential of the area. National Geographic listed the lake as one of the five most beautiful natural lakes in the world. The Coeur d'Alene native realized that the city had a unique resource to bolster its economy.

The city's two primary industries do not seem compatible. The logging industry uses the lake to move huge trees cut from mountain slopes to sawmills. Huge "booms" of trees float off shore awaiting processing into lumber. Shoreline mills produce mountains of lumber to meet the demand of the U.S. housing industry. Unfortunately, the demand for timber is cyclical and the community suffers as a result.

During good times and bad, water-skiers, sailboats, and pleasure craft negotiate around the few bobbing islands of timber. The logging industry also does its part not to disrupt the growing resort business. Today, Coeur d'Alene has achieved a balance of industry and recreation compatible to its unique environment.

For years, Hagadone envisioned a resort and golf course on the lake. He and business partner Jerry Jaeger made their first move six years ago when a lakeside hotel went on the market. In short order they developed a resort/convention center which was recently ranked by Conde Nast as the best resort in the country. Finally, after eyeing an adjacent abandoned sawmill for three years, they were able to complete the package with the purchase of the 160-acre mill site.

The idea of a floating golf green actually evolved from the log booms characteristic of the lake. From the shore, Hagadone had often imagined hitting a golf ball onto the islands of logs anchored in the lake. What if the logs were a golf green instead? What would happen to such a green when storms stir up three-foot waves or when the lake freezes over in the winter? These are the same questions asked by those who have docks on the lake. Could a golf green actually be a large floating dock?

When Hagadone Hospitality Co. started to search for a golf course architect, it discovered that while island greens were a popular feature for golf courses, no one had ever built a "floating" green. Instead of giving up on the idea, the company included a floating green in its list of course requirements and invited five golf course architects to participate in a paid design competition.

The winner of the contest was Scott Miller Designs of Scottsdale, AZ. Prior to opening his own design firm, Miller had worked with Jack Nicklaus Design Group. Four of the courses he designed with Nicklaus are now included in Golf Digest's Top 100. He had no problem finding work after leaving Nicklaus, including international projects such as The Forum Chichibu in Chichibu, Japan.

"I personally don't like the look of island greens like the Tournament Players Club [in Ponte Vedra Beach, FL]," said Miller. "Mr. Hagadone wanted a more natural look. So we included mounds, trees, jun-